January Group Fitness Classes
Mon

Su

Class Passes for
Members
OR

(for 10 classes)

2

3

OR

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella

$275 Unlimited
Quarterly Pass

Stretch & Sculpt
9:30am - Amy
Trouble Zone Tone
10:30am - Carmen

$125 one-month
Unlimited Pass
(3 Months Unlimited!

$900 Annual
Unlimited Pass

9

Guests
$12 one-time pass
Must have a class
pass to attend.
Purchase with Sabina in
fitness center.

SIGN-UP FOR
CLASSES ON SALIX.

Instructions online under
“fitness”
Lakewoodnationalgc.com
Min. 3 participants must be
registered for a class to
take place, or class will be
cancelled.

Classes are approx.. 50
minutes active time
With inclement weather,
water aerobics will be
cancelled & instructor may
offer indoor class.
Bring change of
clothes/shoes.

Wed

Thu

Fri

16

4

Yin Yoga
11:00am - Tracy

Cardio Dance & Sculpt
2:00pm Elaine

Gentle Yoga
4:30pm - Maureen

10
Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella
Stretch & Sculpt
9:30am - Amy
Trouble Zone Tone
10:30am - Carmen

11

17

18

Stretch & Sculpt
9:30am - Amy
Trouble Zone Tone
10:30am - Carmen
23 24

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella
Stretch & Sculpt
9:30am - Amy
Trouble Zone Tone
10:30am - Carmen

30 31

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella

Stretch & Sculpt

9:30am - Amy
Trouble Zone Tone
10:30am - Carmen

Yin Yoga
11:00am - Tracy
Cardio Dance & Sculpt
2:00pm Elaine
Gentle Yoga
4:30pm - Maureen
Yin Yoga
11:00am - Tracy

Cardio Dance & Sculpt
2:00pm Elaine

Gentle Yoga
4:30pm - Maureen
25

5

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella

Simply Spin
9:05am - Oriella
Strength & Serenity
9:30am - Tracy
12

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella
Simply Spin
9:05am - Oriella
Strength & Serenity
9:30am - Tracy

19

Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella

Simply Spin
9:05am - Oriella
Strength & Serenity
9:30am - Tracy

26
Total Body Circuit
8:15am - Oriella
Cardio Dance & Sculpt
Simply Spin
2:00pm Elaine
9:05am - Oriella
Gentle Yoga
Strength & Serenity
4:30pm - Maureen
9:30am - Tracy
Yin Yoga
11:00am - Tracy

6

Cycle X-Press
9:00am - Mary
Aqua HIIT
10:30am - Mary

7

8

Trouble Zone Tone
10:15am - Carmen

Tight-N-Tone (TNT)
9:15am - Tracy

Pilates
11:15am - Carmen

Yin Yoga
10:30am - Tracy

13

14
Tight-N-Tone (TNT)
9:15am - Tracy

Pilates
11:15am - Carmen

Yin Yoga
10:30am - Tracy
21

Trouble Zone Tone
10:15am - Carmen
Pilates
11:15am - Carmen
27

Pilates
11:15am - Carmen

Aqua HIIT or
(BB&T indoors)
10:30am - Mary
Dance Synergy
12:00pm Michele
Cycle X-Press
9:00am - Mary
Aqua HIIT or
(BB&T indoors)
10:30am - Mary
Dance Synergy
12:00pm Michele

22

Tight-N-Tone (TNT)
9:15am - Tracy
Yin Yoga
10:30am - Tracy
28

Trouble Zone Tone
10:15am - Carmen

Cycle X-Press
9:00am - Mary

15

Trouble Zone Tone
10:15am - Carmen

20

Sat

1

Schedule is subject to change—all changes will be
reflected in SALIX. Check email and Salix in case of
unexpected cancellations.

$10 one-time pass
$80 Punch Card

Tue

Tight-N-Tone (TNT)
9:15am - Tracy
Yin Yoga
10:30am - Tracy

Any Fitness Questions? Contact
Sabina Hart:
szhart@theiconteam.com
941.777.7016 (office)
754.245.2136 (mobile)

Cycle X-Press
9:00am - Mary
Aqua HIIT or
(BB&T indoors)
10:30am - Mary
Dance Synergy
12:00pm Michele

29
Cycle X-Press
9:00am - Mary
Aqua HIIT or
(BB&T indoors)
10:30am - Mary
Dance Synergy
12:00pm Michele

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Please bring a yoga mat, water bottle and towel to indoor classes.
For water aerobics, arrive in swimwear, bring a pool towel; water shoes
recommended.

Aqua HIIT: High intensity interval training in the pool to target every
part of your body. Be prepared to sweat, even in the pool! Fun and
great for those looking to take water exercise to an advanced level.
Efforts will be focused on an "all out” sprint level for a brief period of
time followed by a steady state cardio recovery. Start making more
progress towards improving cardiovascular fitness, muscular
endurance, strength and flexibility. Not a beginner class; must know
how to swim.

With rain or inclement weather, water aerobics will be cancelled & instructor
may offer indoor aerobics, depending on interest.
Bring change of clothes/shoes.

Bellies, Buns & Thighs (BB&T): This class is designed to flatten your
belly, firm your thighs, lift your glutes and condition your muscles,
especially your lower half. A series of strength and resistance exercise
combinations will focus on firming up those hard-to-target lower body
areas.

Stretch & Sculpt: This low intensity class will start off with stretching,
balance work and mobility work (such as foam rolling) in order to alleviate
tightness, target pressure points to help lengthen muscles, increase range of
motion, and reduce stiffness. The remainder of the class will transition into
light “sculpting” of different body parts each week. Focus of sculpting may
change from week to week, going from lower body priority (glutes and thighs)
one week, and focusing on upper body (back and arms) another week.

Cardio Dance & Sculpt: A fun, total body workout for all fitness
levels! In this workout you’ll be alternating cardio dance with muscle
sculpting moves. Get your heart rate pumping as you move and groove
to popular hits followed by fat burning dumbbell and bodyweight
exercises to tone and tighten those problem areas. Core included!

Simply Spin: A classic 45-minute spin class with motivating music, followed by
a cool down of active recovery and stretch. You’ll challenge your body to get
fit and lean as you torch calories in this fun cardio workout—great for all
levels!
Strength and Serenity (Yoga): A hybrid yoga class. This blended style
combines both traditional flows and poses with deep breathing techniques
and static stretches to bring both strength and serenity in these difficult times.

Cycle X-press: An invigorating 40-minute ride on a stationary spin
bike—great for ALL FITNESS LEVELS! Your instructor will lead you
through an exhilarating journey of hills, runs, sprints and flats while
Total Body Circuit: Full body toning with a blend of cardio and strength that
listening to energizing music. Challenge your body to get strong, fit and keeps you burning calories at a higher rate. Consists of a consecutive series of varying
lean in this fun cardio workout! Water and a towel needed.
exercises performed one after the other with short amounts of rest between each.
Dance Synergy: An energetic dance fitness class that covers many
different international rhythms—from salsa and cha-cha to quick step,
and so much more! You will have a blast and burn calories while
learning some new moves and skills. Great for keeping your body,
mind, and spirit sharp!

Tight-N-Tone (TNT): [Description: simple to follow workout featuring a low
weight, high repetition format to help build a lean, sculpted body! Improve
your muscle strength, endurance, posture and balance as you pump those
muscles to fun and familiar tunes. Resistance bands and tubes may be utilized
as well to gain maximum training results. Finish with a core workout as well as
a refreshing, lengthening stretch. Great for most fitness levels.]

Gentle Yoga : A gentle yoga flow to promote strength, flexibility, and
balance. Students will be introduced to yoga postures through step-bystep verbal description and demonstration. Emphasis is placed on
safety, understanding, and stability within each pose. Step off your mat
feeling refreshed, nourished, and energized.

Trouble Zone Tone: A total body strength and toning workout designed to
target those notorious trouble zones with upper- and lower- body sculpting
exercises to help torch fat faster and tighten your problem areas. So come on
in to lift your seat, tone your thighs, sculpt those abs, and say goodbye to
those muffin tops and wobbly arms! Dumbbells and some accessories may be
used. Low impact and appropriate for most fitness levels.

Pilates (mat): In this mat Pilates class, primary focus is placed on
postural and core muscles that provide support to the spine. Regular
Pilates exercise strengthens the deep torso muscles and brings breath
awareness and spinal alignment. If you want to increase flexibility, core
strength and develop or maintain a balanced, well-postured body, then
this class is key.

Yin Yoga: Focuses on the internal, passive, cooling and downward aspects of
Yoga. Poses/stretches are held 3-5 minutes to allow work on the deep, dense
connective tissues and joints in the body. A slower, more relaxing style of
Yoga.

Group Fitness Classes – Guidelines


Reservations are required on Salix (see instructions below).



A minimum of 3 participants must be registered by 7 PM the day prior in order for a class to take place the next morning, or the class will be
cancelled. For afternoon classes the cutoff time will be 9 AM day of, at which point class will be cancelled if less than 3 participants.



Must have a class pass to attend. Show class pass to instructor upon check-in and sign in.



Members are encouraged to bring personal yoga mats, if possible. Otherwise, mats will be available on a limited basis.

How to sign up for Salix and make reservations for group fitness classes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to: https://app.salixreservations.com/#!login
Click on “Create new member account”
Click on the down arrow to the far right of the red asterisk and choose “Resident Member”
Place cursor in the Facility Code box and type in "lwnresident" (all lowercase)
Place cursor in the Find Club box and type in “Lakewood National” and click find
Choose and highlight “Lakewood National Golf & C.C.” and click “Next”
7. Fill out your player profile and click “OK”

Important user tips for the Salix Reservations system:


Each member will use his/her own username (email address) and create his/her own unique password.



To make a reservation, go to “Fitness Reservations” from the dashboard (on the left). Reservations can be made 72 hours in advance, but not
further out. Registration for classes will be available up to the time of the scheduled class if the class is not already full.



Use the calendar (in top left of page) to find the day for which you would like to make a reservation.



CANCELLATIONS: Please make sure to remove yourself from a reservation slot if you are unable to make it ; this gives others a chance
to reserve your unused slot, or cancel a class if necessary.


Cancel the evening before the class is scheduled, or as far in advance as possible.



How? Go back into Salix and follow the same steps you took to sign up for the class. Once you click on the box to see your name
on the list, click the trash can to the right of your name and you will be removed from the class.



If using a laptop or desktop, you can simply click, drag, and release the cursor over the corresponding time slot that you would like to reserve.



If using a tablet or a phone to make the reservation, click the “Book +” button.

Questions?
Sabina Z. Hart, Fitness Director and Personal Trainer

